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Further Development of LTE/LTE-Advanced – LTE Release 10/11 Standardization Trends –

Improved Interference Rejection and Suppression
Technology in LTE Release 11 Specifications
To handle recent large increases in traffic, cell density is
increasing. The accompanying increase in interference from
adjacent cells is becoming a issue, so there is a need to
reduce this interference.
In this article, we give an overview of technologies newly
introduced into the Release 11 LTE specifications at the
3GPP, which increase the performance of mobile devices by
rejecting and suppressing interference. Specifically, we
describe interference rejection combining receivers that use
multiple receiver antennas on the mobile terminal to suppress interference arriving from adjacent cells. This
improves throughput performance, mainly near cell boundaries.
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*1 Cell: The smallest unit of area in which transmission and reception of wireless signals is
done between a cellular mobile communications network and mobile terminals.
*2 HetNet: A network configuration that overlays nodes of different power. It typically
includes picocell, femtocell, Wi-Fi and other
base stations of lower power than conventional
base stations, mixing, linking and integrating
multiple technologies.
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Figure 1 Network structure handled with mobile-device extensions

However, with the original MIMO mul-

*3 Small cell: A general term for cells that transmit with power that is low compared to that of
a macrocell transmitting at higher power.
*4 Macrocell: An area in which communication
is possible, covered by a single base station,
and with a radius from several hundred meters
to several tens of kilometers.
*5 Throughput: The amount of data transmitted
without error per unit time, i.e., the effective
data transfer rate. In this article, throughout is
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defined as the (data rate on the transmission
side) x (number of packets received without
error per unit time) / (number of packets transmitted per unit time).
*6 MMSE: A method for suppressing interference from other signals by multiplying the
received signal with calculated weights.
*7 User throughput: The amount of data that
one user can transmit without error per unit
time.

*8 MIMO transmission technology: A signal
transmission technology that improves communications quality and spectral efficiency by
using multiple transmitter and receiver antennas for transmitting signals at the same time
and same frequency.
*9 Antenna gain: The power emitted by an
antenna relative to an ideal antenna.
*10 Null: A direction in the beam pattern for
which the antenna gain is very small.
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ΣP H H +σ I
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Table 1 Receiver function extensions
Rel.7 UMTS
Basic configuration

Rel.11 LTE

Rake receiver (one receiver antenna) MMSE Receiver (two receiver antennas)

i

i

i

H
i

2

(4)

Here, Hi (i>1), is the channel matrix
th

between the i interfering cell and the
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Mobile device
extensions

Type 1/1i:
· Rake reception with two receiver
antennas
Type 2/2i:
· MMSE receiver suppressing multi-path
and adjacent-cell interference
· One receiver antenna
Type 3/3i:
· MMSE receiver suppressing multi-path
and adjacent-cell interference
· Two receiver antennas

· MMSE-IRC receiver
(two receiver antennas)
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*13 Rake reception: A technique for improving
reception quality by collecting and receiving
signals that have different propagation delays
and superimposing those signals.
*14 Multipath: A phenomenon that results in a
radio signal transmitted by a transmitter reaching the receiver by multiple paths due to propagation phenomenon such as reflection, diffraction, etc.
*15 Receiver weight matrix: A matrix reflect-

ing fluctuations in amplitude and phase, and
used to combine or separate signals received at
multiple receive antennas. Signals can be
obtained by multiplying the signal vector of the
received signals by the matrix to combine or
separate them.
*16 Channel matrix: A matrix composed of the
changes in amplitude and phase on the channels between each transmit and receive antenna
pair.

dˆ 1=WRx, 1 r

(1)

Here, W Rx, 1 is a receiver weight
matrix

*15

WRx, 1=P1 HH1 R–1

(2)

*11 SINR: The ratio of desired-signal power to the
sum of all other interference-signal power and
noise power.
*12 HSDPA: A high-speed downlink packet transmission system based on W-CDMA. Maximum downlink transmission speed under the
3GPP standard is approximately 14 Mbit/s.
Optimizes the modulation method and coding
rate according to the radio reception condition
of the mobile terminal.
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Figure 2 Throughput improvements for MMSE-IRC receiver
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